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Cape Cod
Rare-book expert Peter Fallon and his girlfriend, Evangeline, the main characters from Back Bay and Harvard Yard, are back
for another treasure hunt through time. They have learned of an early, annotated draft of the Constitution, stolen and
smuggled out of Philadelphia. The draft's marginal notes spell out, in shocking detail, the Founders' unequivocal
intentions---the unmistakable meaning of the Bill of Rights. Peddled and purloined, trafficked and concealed for over two
centuries, the lost Constitution could forever change America's history---and its future. Moreover, Congress is already at
war, fighting tooth and claw over the eternally contentious Bill of Rights. When word gets out of the lost draft's existence, it
launches a frenzied search, as both sides of the partisan machine believe it will reinforce their arguments. While battling
politicians from both sides of the debate, Peter and Evangeline must get to the document first, because they know that if
the wrong people find it, they will burn it, stripping the nation of its constitutional moorings. The search takes Peter and
Evangeline into the rich history of America and New England, from Shay's Rebellion to the birth of the American industrial
revolution to the march of the legendary 20th Maine in the Civil War. Past and present play off one another as the search
for the draft heats up. It finally boils over on the first night of the World Series, at that Mecca of New England, Boston's
fabled Fenway Park, and the truth is finally revealed. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Holy Thief
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White House bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer
Prize winners, provide the definitive insider narrative of Donald Trump's unique presidency with shocking new reporting and
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insight into its implications. "I alone can fix it." So went Donald J. Trump's march to the presidency on July 21, 2016, when
he accepted the Republican presidential nomination in Cleveland, promising to restore what he described as a fallen nation.
Yet over the subsequent years, as he has undertaken the actual work of the commander in chief, it has been hard to see
beyond the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and constant bluster. It would be all too easy to mistake Trump's first term
for one of pure and uninhibited chaos, but there were patterns to his behavior and that of his associates. The universal
value of the Trump administration is loyalty - not to the country, but to the president himself - and Trump's North Star has
been the perpetuation of his own power, even when it meant imperiling our shaky and mistrustful democracy. Leonnig and
Rucker, with deep and unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., tell of rages and frenzies but also moments of
courage and perseverance. Relying on scores of exclusive new interviews with some of the most senior members of the
Trump administration and other firsthand witnesses, the authors reveal the forty-fifth president up close, taking readers
inside Robert Mueller's Russia investigation as well as the president's own hap-hazard but ultimately successful legal
defense. Here for the first time certain officials who have felt honor-bound not to publicly criticize a sitting president or to
divulge what they witnessed in a position of trust tell the truth for the benefit of history. This peerless and gripping
narrative reveals President Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how decision making in his administration has been
driven by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and self-aggrandizement - but a logic nonetheless. This is the story of how an
unparalleled president has scrambled to survive and tested the strength of America's democracy and its common heart as a
nation.

A Very Stable Genius
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Engrossingentertainingthe perfect book to take to the beach." - Boston Herald Two families,
both carried by the Mayflower across stormy seas both destined to generations of proud leadership, shameful intrigue, and
passion for the sandy crest of land that became their heritage This is the story of the Bigelow and Hilyard clans, from their
first years on America's shores, through the fury of her wars and the glory of her triumphs, to our own time when young
Geoff Hilyard must fight to save both his marriage to a Bigelow heir and the windswept coast he loves. It is a struggle that
will take him deep into the past, to a centuries-old feud that never died..And on a dangerous quest for a priceless relic of
American history that has lain hidden in the Cape for over two hundred years.

Become America
Corporate Conspiracies
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Taut, atmospheric, and electrifying, this stunning first novel brings Stalinist-era Moscow to heart-beating life and shows us
how good, how rich, and how satisfying a thriller can be. Moscow, 1936, and Stalin's Great Terror is beginning. In a
deconsecrated church, a young woman is found dead, her mutilated body displayed on the altar for all to see. Captain
Alexei Korolev, finally beginning to enjoy the benefits of his success with the Criminal Investigation Division of the Moscow
Militia, is asked to investigate. But when he discovers that the victim is an American citizen, the NKVD—the most feared
organization in Russia—becomes involved. Soon, Korolev's every step is under close scrutiny and one false move will mean
exile to The Zone, where enemies of the Soviet State, both real and imagined, meet their fate in the frozen camps of the far
north. Committed to uncovering the truth behind the gruesome murder, Korolev enters the realm of the Thieves, rulers of
Moscow's underworld. As more bodies are discovered and pressure from above builds, Korolev begins to question who he
can trust and who, in a Russia where fear, uncertainty and hunger prevail, are the real criminals. Soon, Korolev will find not
only his moral and political ideals threatened, but also his life. With Captain Alexei Korolev, William Ryan has given us one
of the most compelling detectives in modern literature, a man dogged and humble, a man who will lead us through a fearchoked Russia to find the only thing that can save him or any of us— the truth.

Character Strengths and Virtues
Roger Sale’s Seattle, Past to Present has become a beloved reflection of Seattle’s history and its possible futures as
imagined in 1976, when the book was first published. Drawing on demographic analysis, residential surveys, portraiture,
and personal observation and reflection, Sale provides his take on what was most important in each of Seattle’s main
periods, from the city’s founding, when settlers built a city great enough that the railroads eventually had to come; down to
the post-Boeing Seattle of the 1970s, when the city was coming to terms with itself based on lessons from its past. Along
the way, Sale touches on the economic diversity of late nineteenth-century Seattle that allowed it to grow; describes the
major achievements of the first boom years in parks, boulevards, and neighborhoods of quiet elegance; and draws portraits
of people like Vernon Parrington, Nellie Cornish, and Mark Tobey, who came to Seattle and flourished. The result is a
powerful assessment of Seattle’s vitality, the result of old-timers and newcomers mixing both in harmony and in
antagonism. With a new introduction by Seattle journalist Knute Berger, this edition invites today's readers to revisit Sale’s
time capsule of Seattle—and perhaps learn something unexpected about this ever-changing city.

City of Dreams
Meet the Pratt clas. Driven men. Determined women. Through six turbulent generations, they would pursue a lost Paul
Revere treasure. And turn a family secret into an obsession that could destroy them. Here is the novel that launched
William Martin's astonishing literary career and became an instant bestseller. From the grit and romance of old Boston to
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exclusive -- and dangerous -- Back Bay today, this sweeping saga paints an unforgettable portrait of a powerful dynasty
beset by the forces of historyand a heritage of greed, lust, murder and betrayal.

A Prophet with Honor
In the thrilling Peter Fallon and Evangeline Carrington mystery series from New York Times bestselling author and “master
storyteller” (Seattle Post-Intelligencer) William Martin, a rare-book expert and his girlfriend are treasure hunters who track
down documents and valuables seemingly gone for good. Their adventures place them on the trail of a lost draft of the
Constitution in 1770s Philadelphia, a valuable box of missing bonds in 1780s New York City, and into a race across
Washington D.C. for an incredibly important historical document: Abraham Lincoln’s diary. The Peter Fallon and Evangeline
Carrington Collection discounted ebundle includes: The Lost Constitution, City of Dreams, and The Lincoln Letter "William
Martin's books are an addiction. A fine mix of historical fiction and modern quest novel, with plenty of action and bad guys,
they are pure fun, story-telling at its finest." --New York Times bestselling author Stephen Coonts At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Citizen Washington
On the eve of a White House run, Sidel cleans up a mess in his old backyardTired of being led by weaklings, the American
people have fallen in love with J. Michael Storm and Isaac Sidel, the lawyer and the New York mayor who saved the country
from the worst baseball strike in history. The Democratic National Convention is at Madison Square Garden, and when
Storm is nominated for the presidency, he’s going to put the eccentric, gun-toting Sidel at the bottom of the ticket. But
before Sidel can take his shot at the White House, he has a few loose ends to tie up. He’s most preoccupied with a fatherand-son detective team suspected of running a murder-for-hire operation that went south, resulting in the father shooting
his son. Sidel suspects there’s more to the story, and until he’s gotten to the bottom of it, the vice presidency will have to
wait.

The Citizen-Soldier
A Prophet with Honor is the biography Billy Graham himself invited and appreciated for its sympathetic but frank approach.
Carefully documented, eminently fair, and gracefully written, it raises and answers key questions about Graham's
character, contributions, and influence on the world religious scene. In this engaging and comprehensive book, William
Martin gives readers a better understanding of the most successful evangelist in modern history, and the movement he led
for over fifty years. A Prophet with Honor makes a vital contribution to the Billy Graham legacy and allows us to understand
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why his words, actions, and personality endeared him to popes and preachers, kings and presidents, and millions of
Christians in virtually every nation and culture around the world. Martin draws on extensive conversations with Graham
himself nearly two hundred interviews previously untouched resources, including documents from six presidential libraries
and the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association archives personal observation of Graham's crusades and conferences in the
United States and Europe decades of research on evangelical Christianity Martin pays particular attention to Graham's
controversial relationships with Presidents Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon. He also describes how Graham's lifelong
determination "to do something great for God" led him to organize international conferences that spearheaded the
worldwide spread of the liberating message of Jesus, and prompted him to help strengthen religious freedom in the Soviet
bloc and China. Tracing Graham's life and ministry from his rural and religious roots in North Carolina to his place as the
elder statesman of American evangelicalism, examining both his triumphs and his tribulations, Martin shows the
multidimensional character of the man who has become one of the most admired persons in the world.

Bound for Gold
A fictional account of George Washington portrays a man full of imperfections and limitations who overcame personal
struggles to become one of history's greatest leaders

Refinancing America
Arguing that Martin Luther King, Jr., should stand beside the Founding Fathers in terms of his significance to American
history, the author serves up a compelling portrait of a personally flawed but nevertheless great leader.

The Saddest Words: William Faulkner's Civil War
Invited by a Wall Street bigwig to participate in a financial treasure hunt that promises to rescue America's economy, Peter
Fallon begins a race against time to find a box of valuable 18th-century bonds, a search that pits him against such
adversaries as renegade treasury agents and the Russian mob. Reprint. 150,000 first printing.

International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences
Debra Lynn shares her unique and highly-effective approach to singing with ease, based on the bel canto principles and
understanding of Manuel Garcia and Mathilde Marchesi!
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The Bel Canto Buzz
The dramatic history of living American soldiers left in Vietnam, and the first full account of the circumstances that left
them there An Enormous Crime is nothing less than shocking. Based on thousands of pages of public and previously
classified documents, it makes an utterly convincing case that when the American government withdrew its forces from
Vietnam, it knowingly abandoned hundreds of POWs to their fate. The product of twenty-five years of research by former
Congressman Bill Hendon and attorney Elizabeth A. Stewart, An Enormous Crime brilliantly exposes the reasons why these
American soldiers and airmen were held back by the North Vietnamese at Operation Homecoming in 1973 and what these
men have endured since. Despite hundreds of postwar sightings and intelligence reports telling of Americans being held
captive throughout Vietnam and Laos, Washington did nothing. And despite numerous secret military signals and codes
sent from the desperate POWs themselves, the Pentagon did not act. Even in 1988, a U.S. spy satellite passing over Sam
Neua Province, Laos, spotted the twelve-foot-tall letters "USA" and immediately beneath them a huge, highly classified
Vietnam War-era USAF/USN Escape & Evasion code in a rice paddy in a narrow mountain valley. The letters "USA" appeared
to have been dug out of the ground, while the code appeared to have been fashioned from rice straw (see jacket
photograph). Tragically, the brave men who constructed these codes have not yet come home. Nor have any of the other
American POWs who the postwar intelligence shows have laid down similar codes, secret messages, and secret
authenticators in rice paddies and fields and garden plots and along trails in both Laos and Vietnam. An Enormous Crime is
based on open-source documents and reports, and thousands of declassified intelligence reports and satellite imagery, as
well as author interviews and personal experience. It is a singular work, telling a story unlike any other in our modern
history: ugly, harrowing, and true. From the Bay of Pigs, where John and Robert Kennedy struck a deal with Fidel Castro that
led to freedom for the Bay of Pigs prisoners, to the Paris Peace Accords, in which the authors argue Kissinger and Nixon sold
American soldiers down the river for political gain, to a continued reluctance to revisit the possibility of reclaiming any men
who might still survive, we have a story untold for decades. And with An Enormous Crime we have for the first time a
comprehensive history of America's leaders in their worst hour; of life-and-death decision making based on politics, not
intelligence; and of men lost to their families and the country they serve, betrayed by their own leaders.

Where Do We Go from Here
Only Ernest Withers, a key figure in the civil rights movement, could have delivered such iconic photographs—and the kind
of information the FBI wanted . . . Renowned photographer Ernest Withers captured some of the most stunning moments of
the civil rights era—from the age-defining snapshot of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., riding one of the first integrated buses in
Montegomery, to the haunting photo of Emmett Till’s great-uncle pointing an accusing finger at his nephew’s killers. He was
trusted and beloved by King’s inner circle, and had a front row seat to history . . . but few people know that Withers was
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also an informant for the FBI. Memphis journalist Marc Perrusquia broke the story of Withers’s secret life after a long
investigation culminating in a landmark lawsuit against the government to release hundreds of once-classified FBI
documents. Those files confirmed that, from 1958 to 1976, Withers helped the Bureau monitor pillars of the movement
including Dr. Martin Luther King and others, as well as dozens of civil rights foot soldiers. Now, on the fiftieth anniversary of
King’s assasination, A Spy in Canaan explores the life, complex motivations, and legacy of this fascinating figure Ernest
Withers, as well as the dark shadow that era’s culture of surveillance has cast on our own time. Includes an 8-page, blackand-white photo insert.

An Act of State
The celebrated civil rights leader outlines the trends in the African American struggle during the sixties, and pleads for
peaceful coexistence between the African American and white communities.

The Lincoln Letter
"A stupendous compilation of the best things said by and to Americans . . . [I] open it every night at random and always find
something valuable." --Peggy Noonan, Wall Street Journal "Indispensable . . . Should become The Book of Virtues for
patriots." --Mona Charen, nationally syndicated columnist Concerned about rising cynicism and apathy, more and more
Americans lament the decline in patriotic feeling and civic engagement. Fortunately, this wonderfully rich anthology is here
to help all Americans realize more deeply--and appreciate more fully--who they are as citizens of the United States. At once
inspiring and thought provoking, What So Proudly We Hail explores American identity, character, and civic life using the
soul-shaping power of story, speech, and song. Editors Amy Kass, Leon Kass, and Diana Schaub--acclaimed scholars who
among them have more than a century of teaching experience--have assembled dozens of selections by our country's
greatest writers and leaders, from Mark Twain to John Updike, from George Washington to Theodore Roosevelt, from Willa
Cather to Flannery O'Connor, from Benjamin Franklin to Martin Luther King Jr., from Francis Scott Key to Irving Berlin.
Featuring the editors' insightful and instructive commentary, What So Proudly We Hail illuminates our national identity, the
American creed, the American character, and the virtues and aspirations of active citizenship. This marvelous book will
spark much-needed discussion and reflection in living rooms, classrooms, and reading groups everywhere.

The ISIS Apocalypse
From New York Times bestselling authors Richard Belzer and David Wayne comes a hard look at the wrongs done to us all
by big business in America. Here is an explosive account of wrongful acts perpetrated, and the ensuing cover-ups inflicted
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upon us, by American corporations. The bestselling author team of Richard Belzer and David Wayne exposes the ways that
the capitalist regime has got us under their thumbs—from the mainstream media and its control over us, to the trillions
stolen by big banks and mortgage companies during the mortgage crisis, to the scams perpetrated by Big Oil and Big
Pharma. The one common victim of all that corruption is the American public, and Corporate Conspiracies wants to do
something about it. Corporate Conspiracies takes dead aim at those who take advantage of us little guys. Probably most
disturbing is the book's examination of politics and capitalism teaming up against us—how politicians and lobbyists all have
their hands in each other's pockets while stabbing us in the back, and how the well-established energy lobby—which is
petroleum, natural gas, and coal—has played a dominant role in the shaping of US foreign policy for decades. Did you know
that companies at times know that their products will kill people, but they do nothing, because it is actually cheaper to
compensate the victims than it is to correct the problem? And did you know that the Pentagon is sending $1.5 trillion of our
tax dollars to their corporate buddies for a new fighter jet that is already superfluous? This book is guaranteed to make us
all think twice about being enslaved and cheated by corporate America. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint,
are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about World War II, the Third Reich,
Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution, gladiators,
Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Nerve Endings
This text traces the history of the civil rights movement in the years following World War II, to the present day. Issues
discussed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights of 1965, and the Northern Ireland ghetto's.

A Peter Fallon and Evangeline Carrington Collection
Picking up where his runaway bestseller "Back Bay" left off, William Martin returns to Boston, this time bringing the history
of Harvard University vibrantly to life.

Seattle, Past to Present
In Dwight D. Eisenhower's last speech as president, on January 17, 1961, he warned America about the "military-industrial
complex," a mutual dependency between the nation's industrial base and its military structure that had developed during
World War II. After the conflict ended, the nation did not abandon its wartime economy but rather the opposite. Military
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spending has steadily increased, giving rise to one of the key ideas that continues to shape our country's political
landscape. In this book, published to coincide with the fiftieth anniversary of Eisenhower's farewell address, journalist James
Ledbetter shows how the government, military contractors, and the nation's overall economy have become inseparable.
Some of the effects are beneficial, such as cell phones, GPS systems, the Internet, and the Hubble Space Telescope, all of
which emerged from technologies first developed for the military. But the military-industrial complex has also provoked
agonizing questions. Does our massive military establishment--bigger than those of the next ten largest combined--really
make us safer? How much of our perception of security threats is driven by the profit-making motives of military
contractors? To what extent is our foreign policy influenced by contractors' financial interests? Ledbetter uncovers the
surprising origins and the even more surprising afterlife of the military-industrial complex, an idea that arose as early as the
1930s, and shows how it gained traction during World War II, the Cold War, and the Vietnam era and continues even today.

Bruno, Chief of Police
Boston, 1916. Irish immigrant Tom Tracy has nearly everything he's ever wanted—a promising political career as an aide to
the city's mayor and the love of a beautiful woman, Rachel Levka. When his lusty cousin, Padraic Starr, arrives from Galway
on a mission for the Irish rebellion, Tom's world unravels. Padraic convinces Tom to return to his homeland to join the cause
and avenge his father's death. Padraic's convictions also inspire Rachel, a fervent Zionist, who finds herself powerfully
drawn to him. All three set sail for Ireland loaded with guns and ammunition. On Easter Sunday 1916, love, loyalty, and
history collide in violence that will change their lives forever. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Colored Patriots of the American Revolution
Rare-book dealer Peter Fallon returns in a thrilling historical novel about the California Gold Rush, by New York Times
bestselling author William Martin Bound for Gold continues New York Times bestselling author William Martin’s epic of
American history with the further adventures of Boston rare-book dealer Peter Fallon and his girlfriend, Evangeline
Carrington. They are headed to California, where their search for a lost journal takes them into the history of Gold Rush. The
journal follows young James Spencer, of the Sagamore Mining Company, on a spectacular journey from staid Boston, up the
Sacramento River to the Mother Lode. During his search for a “lost river of gold,” Spencer confronts vengeance, greed, and
racism in himself and others, and builds one of California’s first mercantile empires. In the present, Peter Fallon’s son asks
his father for help appraising the rare books in the Spencer estate and reconstructing Spencer’s seven-part journal, which
has been stolen from the California Historical Society. Peter and Evangeline head for modern San Francisco and quickly
discover that there’s something much bigger and more dangerous going on, and Peter’s son is in the middle of it. Turns out,
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that lost river of gold may be more than a myth. Past and present intertwine as two stories of the eternal struggle for power
and wealth become one. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Trial and Execution of the Traitor George Washington
Follows the history of the Stafford family and their role in America's Navy, from Tripoli and the Civil War to the present day

The Lost Constitution
Fully revised and updated, the second edition of the International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences, first
published in 2001, offers a source of social and behavioral sciences reference material that is broader and deeper than any
other. Available in both print and online editions, it comprises over 3,900 articles, commissioned by 71 Section Editors, and
includes 90,000 bibliographic references as well as comprehensive name and subject indexes. Provides authoritative,
foundational, interdisciplinary knowledge across the wide range of behavioral and social sciences fields Discusses history,
current trends and future directions Topics are cross-referenced with related topics and each article highlights further
reading

An American Citizen
Peter Fallon and Evangeline Carrington head to Washington, D.C. to compete against dangerous adversaries in a hunt for
the sixteenth President's Civil War diary, a record that contains information that could change history and influence key
elections.

What So Proudly We Hail
He became the nation's first hero. But before that, George Washington was just a man. And in his youth, he was a man on
the make. He wanted to serve the king, so he donned a red coat and fought the French. He loved another man's wife but
yearned for status, so he married a rich widow. He dreamed of wealth, so he accumulated land and slaves. He accumulated
enemies, too In Citizen Washington, one of those enemies--a newspaper publisher named Hesperus Draper--learns that
Martha Washington has burned her husband's letters at his death. So Draper sets his nephew on a quest to find the truth
about the letters and about the man himself. The younger Draper meets a dozen people, from Mount Vernon slaves and
Iroquois Indians to Jefferson and Adams and the other giants of the era, and they tell their own stories as they tell
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Washington's: from his callow youth, through the harrowing battles of the Revolution, to the first American presidency.
What emerges is a remarkable, multi-faceted portrait of a society reeling toward rebellion, a nation rushing to be born, and
a man rising to greatness. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Presidents
A thought-provoking novel that imagines what would have happened if the British had succeeded in kidnapping General
George Washington. British special agent Jeremiah Black, an officer of the King’s Guard, lands on a lonely beach in the wee
hours of the morning in late November 1780. The revolution is in full swing but has become deadlocked. Black is here to
change all that. His mission, aided by Loyalists, is to kidnap George Washington and spirit him back to London aboard the
HMS Peregrine, a British sloop of war that is waiting closely offshore. Once he lands, though, the “aid by Loyalists” proves
problematic because some would prefer just to kill the general outright. Black manages—just—to get Washington aboard
the Peregrine, which sails away. Upon their arrival in London, Washington is imprisoned in the Tower to await trial on
charges of high treason. England’s most famous barristers seek to represent him but he insists on using an American. He
chooses Abraham Hobhouse, an American-born barrister with an English wife—a man who doesn’t really need the work and
thinks the “career-building” case will be easily resolved through a settlement of the revolution and Washington’s release.
But as greater political and military forces swirl around them and peace seems ever more distant, Hobhouse finds that he is
the only thing keeping Washington from the hangman’s noose. Drawing inspiration from a rumored kidnapping plot hatched
in 1776 by a member of Washington’s own Commander-in-Chief Guard, Charles Rosenberg has written a compelling novel
that envisions what would take place if the leader of America’s fledgling rebellion were taken from the nation at the height
of the war, imperiling any chance of victory.

Citizen Washington
The first installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. Meet Benoît
Courrèges, aka Bruno, a policeman in a small village in the South of France. He’s a former soldier who has embraced the
pleasures and slow rhythms of country life. He has a gun but never wears it; he has the power to arrest but never uses it.
But then the murder of an elderly North African who fought in the French army changes all that. Now Bruno must balance
his beloved routines—living in his restored shepherd’s cottage, shopping at the local market, drinking wine, strolling the
countryside—with a politically delicate investigation. He’s paired with a young policewoman from Paris and the two suspect
anti-immigrant militants. As they learn more about the dead man’s past, Bruno’s suspicions turn toward a more complex
motive. "Enjoyable. Martin Walker plots with the same finesse with which Bruno can whip up a truffle omelette, and both
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have a clear appreciation for a life tied to the land." —The Christian Science Monitor "A nice literary pairing with the slowfood movement. [It is] lovelyto linger at the table." —Entertainment Weekly "A wonderfully crafted novel as satisfying as a
French pastry but with none of the guilt or calories." —Tuscon Citizen's Journal

The Second Reconstruction
What does it mean to be an engaged American in today’s divided political landscape, and how do we restore hope in our
country? In a collection of “civic sermons” delivered at gatherings around the nation, popular advocate for active citizenship
Eric Liu takes on these thorny questions and provides inspiration and solace in a time of anger, fear, and dismay over the
state of the Union. Here are 19 stirring explorations of current and timeless topics about democracy, liberty, equal justice,
and powerful citizenship. This book will energize you to get involved, in ways both large and small, to help rebuild a country
that you’re proud to call home. Become America will challenge you to rehumanize our politics and rekindle a spirit of love in
civic life.

Harvard Yard
Martin Luther King Jr was a powerful and eloquent champion of the poor and oppressed in the US, and at the height of his
fame in the mid-sixties seemed to offer the real possibility of a new and radical beginning for liberal politics in the USA.
However,in 1968, he was assassinated; the movement for social and economic change has never recovered. The conviction
of James Earl Ray for his murder has never looked even remotely safe, and when William Pepper began to investigate the
case it was the start of a twenty-five year campaign for justice. At a civil trial in 1999, supported by the King family, seventy
witnesses under oath set out the details of the conspiracy Pepper had unearthed: the jury took just one hour to find that
Ray was not responsible for the assassination, that a wide-ranging conspiracy existed, and that government agents were
involved. An Act of State lays out the extraordinary facts of the King story—of the huge groundswell of optimism
engendered by his charismatic radicalism, of how plans for his execution were laid at the very heart of government and the
military, of the disinformation and media cover-ups that followed every attempt to search out the truth. As shocking as it is
tragic, An Act of State remains the most compelling and authoritative account of how King’s challenge to the US
establishment led inexorably to his murder. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad
range of books for readers interested in history--books about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK
assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval
times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
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An Enormous Crime
The complete rankings of our best -- and worst -- presidents, based on C-SPAN's much-cited Historians Surveys of
Presidential Leadership. Over a period of decades, C-SPAN has surveyed leading historians on the best and worst of
America's presidents across a variety of categories -- their ability to persuade the public, their leadership skills, the moral
authority, and more. The crucible of the presidency has forged some of the very best and very worst leaders in our national
history, along with much in between. Based on interviews conducted over the years with a variety of presidential
biographers, this book provides not just a complete ranking of our presidents, but stories and analyses that capture the
character of the men who held the office. From Abraham Lincoln's political savvy and rhetorical gifts to James Buchanan's
indecisiveness, this book teaches much about what makes a great leader--and what does not. As America looks ahead to
our next election, this book offers perspective and criteria that may help us choose our next leader wisely.

The Rising of the Moon
A merger between two powerful corporate empires results in a breathless cross-country race by James Whiting and Jeanne
Darrow when the pair discovers what is at stake if the merger is successfully completed. Reprint.

Annapolis
In this Brookings Essay titled “The Citizen-Soldier,” National Book Award winner, and U.S. Marine Corps veteran, Phil Klay
sheds light on the tension and relationship between veterans and society. Klay is an established author and has previously
received noteworthy praise for his book, Redeployment. In his first non-fiction work with Brookings, Klay valiantly explores
the moral dimensions of veterans, their purpose in war, and their reintegration into the civilian world. The Brookings Essay:
In the spirit of its commitment to high-quality, independent research, the Brookings Institution has commissioned works on
major topics of public policy by distinguished authors, including Brookings scholars. The Brookings Essay is a multi-platform
product aimed to engage readers in open dialogue and debate. The views expressed, however, are solely those of the
author. Available in ebook only.

Back Bay
A highly accessible history of Republican tax policy.

Unwarranted Influence
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A Spy in Canaan
"Character" has become a front-and-center topic in contemporary discourse, but this term does not have a fixed meaning.
Character may be simply defined by what someone does not do, but a more active and thorough definition is necessary,
one that addresses certain vital questions. Is character a singular characteristic of an individual, or is it composed of
different aspects? Does character--however we define it--exist in degrees, or is it simply something one happens to have?
How can character be developed? Can it be learned? Relatedly, can it be taught, and who might be the most effective
teacher? What roles are played by family, schools, the media, religion, and the larger culture? This groundbreaking
handbook of character strengths and virtues is the first progress report from a prestigious group of researchers who have
undertaken the systematic classification and measurement of widely valued positive traits. They approach good character
in terms of separate strengths-authenticity, persistence, kindness, gratitude, hope, humor, and so on-each of which exists
in degrees. Character Strengths and Virtues classifies twenty-four specific strengths under six broad virtues that
consistently emerge across history and culture: wisdom, courage, humanity, justice, temperance, and transcendence. Each
strength is thoroughly examined in its own chapter, with special attention to its meaning, explanation, measurement,
causes, correlates, consequences, and development across the life span, as well as to strategies for its deliberate
cultivation. This book demands the attention of anyone interested in psychology and what it can teach about the good life.

I May Not Get There with You
The so-called Islamic State, or ISIS, has inspired young men and women all over the world to commit horrible atrocities in its
name. How has the Islamic State surpassed al-Qaeda to become the most popular jihadist group on the planet? Its goal is
not only to revive the Islamic empire but also usher in the End of Times - a final battle that will restore the Muslim
community to its medieval glory days. And they will not stop until they achieve their mission.

Citizen Sidel
How do we read William Faulkner in the twenty-first century? asks Michael Gorra, in this reconsideration of Faulkner's life
and legacy. William Faulkner, one of America’s most iconic writers, is an author who defies easy interpretation. Born in
1897 in Mississippi, Faulkner wrote such classic novels as Absolom, Absolom! and The Sound and The Fury, creating in
Yoknapatawpha county one of the most memorable gallery of characters ever assembled in American literature. Yet, as
acclaimed literary critic Michael Gorra explains, Faulkner has sustained justified criticism for his failures of racial
nuance—his ventriloquism of black characters and his rendering of race relations in a largely unreconstructed
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South—demanding that we reevaluate the Nobel laureate’s life and legacy in the twenty-first century, as we reexamine the
junctures of race and literature in works that once rested firmly in the American canon. Interweaving biography, literary
criticism, and rich travelogue, The Saddest Words argues that even despite these contradictions—and perhaps because of
them—William Faulkner still needs to be read, and even more, remains central to understanding the contradictions inherent
in the American experience itself. Evoking Faulkner’s biography and his literary characters, Gorra illuminates what Faulkner
maintained was “the South’s curse and its separate destiny,” a class and racial system built on slavery that was devastated
during the Civil War and was reimagined thereafter through the South’s revanchism. Driven by currents of violence, a “Lost
Cause” romanticism not only defined Faulkner’s twentieth century but now even our own age. Through Gorra’s critical lens,
Faulkner’s mythic Yoknapatawpha County comes alive as his imagined land finds itself entwined in America’s history, the
characters wrestling with the ghosts of a past that refuses to stay buried, stuck in an unending cycle between those two
saddest words, “was” and “again.” Upending previous critical traditions, The Saddest Words returns Faulkner to his
sociopolitical context, revealing the civil war within him and proving that “the real war lies not only in the physical combat,
but also in the war after the war, the war over its memory and meaning.” Filled with vignettes of Civil War battles and
generals, vivid scenes from Gorra’s travels through the South—including Faulkner’s Oxford, Mississippi—and commentaries
on Faulkner’s fiction, The Saddest Words is a mesmerizing work of literary thought that recontextualizes Faulkner in light of
the most plangent cultural issues facing America today.
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